Math, Computing, and Science Changes

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

BA in Music:

EXISTING REQUIREMENTS

SID

Quant. Reas. and Tech. Literacy I (LSP 120)

SI — LAB
SI — SWK
SI — Elective

REVISED REQUIREMENTS

QR/FYP

Quantitative Reasoning (LSP 120)

MCD

Computational Reasoning OR Statistical Reasoning

SID

SI — LAB
SI — SWK

BS in Sound Recording Technology:

EXISTING REQUIREMENTS

No LSP STEM Requirement

REVISED REQUIREMENTS

No LSP STEM Requirement
ALL BM programs, and BS in Performing Arts Management:

EXISTING REQUIREMENTS

- Quant. Reas. and Tech. Literacy I (LSP 120)

- SI – LAB or SI - SWK

REVISED REQUIREMENTS

- Quantitative Reasoning (LSP 120)

- No Requirement

- SI – LAB or SI - SWK